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Add or swap pages any time with unique, expandable binding.

Customization Available!
Ask about adding your name 
or logo to your Pinchbook™

Pinchbooks™
No equipment required!

See how easy it is!

Great for weddings, birthdays, new babies, anniversaries, 
graduations and class yearbooks, family reunions and vacations. 

Easy to Make!

No equipment is required to make beautiful, professional hard cover photo books! 
Spiral’s patented Pinchbooks™ are reusable, expandable, and use no harmful and 
messy glues to hold the pages together. Simply pull back the cover and the 
spring-clamp opens up, insert the pages, and it snaps back together. If the operator 
makes a mistake, they can simply reopen and adjust the pages so there are never 
any wasted books or ruined prints! Pinchbooks™ allows your print shop to offer 
photo books on the spot, for no upfront equipment cost and won’t take up 
precious space in your operation. Custom foil stamping and silk screening options 
are available. 

Great for Business Presentations too!

Available Sizes:

Available in a variety of finishes and colors, 
with and without window.

4" x 4"
4" x 6"
4" x 8"
6" x 6"
5" x 7"
6" x 8"
8" x 8"

8" x 10"
8.5" x 11" * 
8.5" x 11.75" * 
8" x 12"
12" x 12"
A4 *
A3

*Available in both portrait and landscape

Insert Photos into Spine  Done! Fold Back Cover

  Spiral is a Manufacturer and Distributor of a diverse line of Binding Equipment and Supplies, o�ering a 
complete selection of Presentation Products for Corporate use, Graphic Arts and Document Finishing equip-
ment and supplies for Printing Operations of all sizes. With 6 strategically located sales and distribution 
centers, Spiral is able to provide you with personalized local service and immediate delivery. Our Product 
Experts have years of knowledge and hands-on experience to help you choose from the thousands of SKUs 
that are available to ensure that you get the right product for your application. CALL US FIRST for all of your 
document �nishing needs, and it will be the only call you have to make!

More detailed product information including videos can be found at www.spiralbinding.com. 

Introduction
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Full Custom Cover Pinchbooks™ are designed with your business in 

mind! Spiral makes it easy to add custom photo books to your print 

shop o�ering. Our complete photo book solution o�ers a simpli-

�ed work�ow that enables fast, cost-e�ective assembly. 

Print

Trim

Insert

Roll

Laminate

Assemble

Done

GREEN BOX: Trimmed Print before (inserting into Custom Cover Pouch) = 23.467” x 8.875” (596.075mm x 225.425mm). Trim just inside the YELLOW dotted lines.

CUSTOM COVER PINCHBOOK TEMPLATE

BACK FRONT

You can make Full Custom Jackets for any size 

Pinchbook™, including 12" x12", with your existing 

wide format printer and a few other items. Here is a 

sample work�ow for creating a Custom Jacket for a 

Pinchbook™ Photo Book (Landscape, 8.5" x 11")

Custom Cover Jacket
Print

Crease

Laminate

Final Trim

Done

First Trim

BACK COVER
INSIDE FLAP

BACK COVER
OUTSIDE

SPINE

FRONT COVER
OUTSIDE

FRONT COVER
INSIDE FLAP

Silver 
™Linings

Mounting Frames
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Simple and Fun, Ready when you are...

Now available in silver, black, gray and white!

Available Sizes

Accessories

Creating finished mounted photos with Spiral’s Silver Linings™ mounting 
frames in-store requires a desktop printer for most sizes and a large-format 
printer for 8” x 20” mounted prints. The lightweight and durable design of 
Spiral’s Silver Linings™ mounting frames enables easy packaging and 
affordable shipping. With modest production costs, Spiral’s Silver Linings™ 
mounting frames allow retailers to achieve a larger margin of sales with 
higher profit potential.

Unique size selections and flexible mounting options make Spiral’s Silver 
Linings™ mounting frames a popular choice. The finished mounted photos 
are durable and ready to hang on the wall or place on your desk within 
seconds. Plus they come in a variety of sizes from 4” x 4” to 20” x 20” and 
the new 8” x 20” size is perfect for panoramic images and seamlessly fits 
photos taken by smart phone panorama apps. 

Easy assembly and fast production make Spiral’s Silver Linings™ mounting frames a 
great choice for your customer’s same-day home décor needs and for your work-
flow requirements. Thanks to world-class tools that require little training for use, 
Spiral’s Silver Linings™ mounting frames can be designed by the customer, created 
in-store, and ready for pick-up or delivery the same day. 

For Spiral’s Silver Linings™ mounting frames, there are a few simple related accessories you may already have in your 
shop, but if not, we have all the tools you need to get started. 

Ask your Spiral representative for assembly workflow “how to” instructions.

Ready to hang or stand

Peel back to reveal adhesive 

Self-Adhering Mounting Frame

Cutting Mats 
(at least 14” wide)

Silver Linings™
Alignment Tool

Silver Linings™ 
Cutting Guide

Safety Cutter
(Straight or Rotary)

Roller

4” x  4”
4” x  6”
5” x  5”
5” x  7”
6” x  6”
6” x  8”
8” x  8”

8” x  10”
8” x  20”

12” x  12”
11” x  14”
12” x  18”
16” x  16”
16” x  20”
20” x  20”
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Inkjet Media

GOframe Canvas Frames
Easily stretch your print or gallery wrap canvas with the GOframe Stretcher Frame 1500!
The Stretcher Frame 1500 is available in different lengths ranging from 4 to 36 inches. For 
odd sizes and lengths beyond 36 inches, the stretcher bars are designed to be cut and 
re-assembled.
With museum quality, low resin and lignin content, the stretcher bars are stable and durable. 
There will be no warp or shrinkage after the canvas is applied to the stretching frame.
GOframe Stretcher frame is quick and easy to assembly. The high quality adhesive tape 
eliminates the need for pliers. The patented clamps are reusable and ensure that the frames 
will be perfectly square and prevent the adhesive tape from touching the canvas. U-Shaped 
fasteners help to create those neat and perfectly folded corners. The tabs snap easily into 
place providing constant tension that creates a drum-like feel to your canvas. 

Spiral offers a full line of inkjet media for all makes and models of wide format 
printers. Available in HP and Kodak branded and a cost-effective non-branded 
line. Our premium quality inkjet media offering includes products optimized for 
aqueous, latex, or solvent-based inks.

Floating Frames

GOframe Floating Frames are lightweight and durable making them easy to handle and 
hang. The unique design allows you to easily slide a canvas into the frame without using 
nails or fasteners. Floating frames gives the appearance of being custom tailored to the 
exact size of the canvas. 
No equipment required to assemble your project. Install your canvas under 2 minutes 
without the use of any tools! GOframe Floating Frame self-center to any canvas so there 
is no need to fasten anything to the frame. The bars are replaceable and allow the canvas 
to be easily removed.

Now you can offer gallery presentation for your cusotmers with cost effective and easy 
use collage clips. No equipment or training is necessary to start offering gallery-style 
canvas photo collages to your customers.

Collage Clips

JetMaster® Photo Wraps

�e biggest seller in today’s art and décor markets is the gallery wrap: stand-out images 
for the home and o�ce, in-store displays and trade fair stands. Unlike traditional 
stretcher frame canvas wraps that require specialist skills to make, our canvas and photo 
wrap solutions are quick and easy to use by anyone with very little training.

The JetMaster® base is a pre-cut corrugated board with a pressure sensitive mounting 
adhesive already applied. Press down and smooth your print, fold in the edges of the 
board and its ready to hang and display. No bubbles, no untidy corners, no staples and 
no hooks. A fully assembled JetMaster® gallery wrap is so light it can be hung from just 
one tack. JetMaster boards are made from mostly recycled content and are fully 
recyclable. The sturdy corrugated board construction ensures prints won’t bow or sag 
over time..

Photo Wraps
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Calendar Equipment

Photo Printer Kiosks

Spiral is the largest manufacturer in North America for Wire-O® binding supplies and 
Wire-O® binding spools (also known as Twin Loop Wire, Double-O® Wire and WireBind). 
Spiral o�ers all the wire binding supplies you need to create professionally bound documents 
and give your presentations a traditional, classic look. Wire-O® is available in a variety of 
colors at a 3:1 or 2:1 pitch. 

Spiral now o�ers both duplex (print on both sides) and single-sided photo 
printers that can be setup on virtually any desk or tabletop. Versatility, speed, 
multiple print sizes and incredible print quality will open up a lucrative new 
source of income for you. �ese printers are perfect for custom photo books, 
�at photo cards, announcement cards, customized calendars and more.

Wire-O®

James Burn Automatic Binding Machines
James Burn is known as the creator of the original Wire-O® or double loop binding wire and 
the James Burn Lhermite® line is the worldwide leader in punching and binding equipment, 
especially for Wire-O® calendar binding and book binding. James Burn Lhermite® machines 
range from entry-level automatic and semi-automatic punch and bind machines for On-De-
mand printers to fully automated in-line production units for the largest binderies in the 
world. If you are looking for quality binding equipment then trust the brand that believes in 
dependability and durability in all of their machines. Go with the creators and only manufac-
turers of Genuine Original Wire-O® Binding Wire, James Burn International and Spiral 
James Burn.

Desktop Punch & Bind Combos
Manual Punch and Manual Bind: Manual punch and bind machines are perfect for small to 
mid-sized o�ces and make it simple to create organized and professional-looking bound documents. 
�ese binding machines feature a convenient, full-length handle to punch the document and a built-in 
wire closer that will help you �nish your documents by squeezing the wire together, closing the 
document and �nishing your bind.  To increase productivity, you can punch more sheets with an 
electric bind version. 
Electric Punch and Electric Bind: Save time and energy by using a machine with both electric punch 
and electric binding capabilities. Electric punch and bind units o�er virtually e�ortless operation, 
doing most of the work for you. 

We have a full range of calendar making equipment from small manual desktop units great for any 
retail location to high powered automatic punch and bind machines made for a production 
environment.
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Photo Book Solutions

Calendar Solutions

Mounting Solutions
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